
 

Source Description 
The purpose of this Annex is to describe the calculation steps in current Excel-based carbon footprint tool, to help determining required work amounts and most suitable 

approaches to realize the calculator. The Excel basically combines three elements: 

- The user input from the questionnaire, translated from native language to machine-readable form 

- The carbon coefficients and similar, called “data factors”, collected in advance from scientific sources 

- The calculation flow that uses proprietary logic to determine the carbon footprint of a household / person (according to intent expressed in the questionnaire) 

At the time of the tender call, the version of calculator Excel that will be used as the basis for the online version is still in a stage of development, to the extent that it 

doesn’t give a clear picture of expected development effort. Instead, this Annex aims to provide examples and walkthroughs, hopefully giving a better depiction of the 

upcoming project. 
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Example #1: Diet carbon footprint 
This example is used to demonstrate the whole flow of a single sub-domain, namely the diet carbon footprint. In the example, household-wise intent is chosen, meaning 

that the user inputs diets of all family members, and the resulting footprint represents the average consumption in the household. 

Required input data: age, gender and diet of each household member, chosen from a pre-determined range of diets, plus the share of “waste food” utilization, i.e. red-

labeled / “rescue” food. 

Required data factors: the average CFP of every listed diet with meat and dairy/eggs percentage, the reducing effect of “waste food” utilization, gender coefficients of food 

consumption. 

Output: The diet-related CFP (excluding beverages), grained to meat, dairy/eggs and other food. 

 

Input data 
The first picture below represents the questionnaire input the user is displayed when filling in the calculator. The second picture is from the “Translation” sheet. No matter 

what country / language the user has selected, the questionnaire options are always converted to the same internal expressions (see “Country-specific deviations”) 

 

 



 

 

Data factors 
The picture below shows the relevant part of “Data factors” sheet, giving the average CFP of each diet option, meat and eggs/dairy share, and gender and waste food 

utilization coefficients 

 

 

Calculation flow 
The calculation is presented in the picture below. The logic can be read from the formula bar (column C), and it utilizes the translated questionnaire inputs (column E) and 

the data factors (columns F-I). 



 

 

 

The results 
The “Results” sheets display the resulting footprints as well as a visual representation of them. 



 

 

 

  



Example #2: Diverting logic 
This example demonstrates diverting of the calculation flow to two separate “sub-flows” and deciding the appropriate one, in case of heat consumption. In the 

questionnaire (see Appendix 2), the user is asked about geographic location (list of regions), house type (detached house / semi-detached or terraced house / flat), age (list 

of building decades) and indoor temperature. However, if the user has access to heating bills, he/she also has the possibility to input heat consumption (or total electricity 

consumption, if the main heating is electricity-based, such as electric radiators or heat pumps), and even the carbon intensity – which, for the sake of clarity, is skipped in 

this example. 

The heat-related carbon footprint is calculated based on both estimated and reported consumption, but only one of them is chosen for the final result. In other words, the 

calculation flow is split in the “estimated” and “reported” pathways, and recombined by deciding the most appropriate approach. The logic favors actual consumption, but 

discards it, if the input is clearly flawed. 

In the example, the household lives in Southern Finland in a 95 m2 detached house, built between 1980-2009 and having “cool” indoor temperature (below 19C) during 

winter. The main heating form is district heating, and auxiliary heat sources are heat pump (est. share of heating: 20 %) and wood (10 %). In the first case, the user has not 

indicated a consumption reading, meaning the estimated values are used. In the second case, the user has reported consuming 10 000 kWh of district heat per year. 

Case 1: Estimation-based footprint 
The “Estimated” pathway is presented in the picture below. The apartment type -based heating demand (row 162) is multiplied by apartment age (row 74) and indoor 

temperature (row 79) coefficients. The resulting number (row 85) is then adjusted by reported geolocation (rows 86, 87), resulting in final heating demand both including 

and excluding domestic hot water usage (rows 87, 88). By multiplying this by the living area, the total estimated heat consumption is 14,197 kWh / year (row 103). 

To get the correct CFP from this estimate, the consumption is divided into kilowatt-hours consumed by the primary heating form, namely district heating (70 %), and the 

auxiliary ones (heat pump 20 % and wood 10 %). As heat pumps actually produce more heat than they consume electricity, the demand is scaled down (rows 105, 106). The 

footprint estimate is then reached by multiplying each heating mode consumption by its respective carbon intensity (row 117). 



 

 

Case 2: Consumption-based footprint 
The only difference to Case 1 is that the heat consumption is reported in the questionnaire (Q11, see Appendix 2). The above estimation-based footprint, thus, remains 

unchanged, but now the actual (reported) consumption data is now available, too. 



The pathway follows similar logic to differentiate the shares of main and auxiliary heating modes and multiplying them with respective carbon intensities. However, as the 

heating bill only involves the consumption of primary heating, the auxiliaries are added, not subtracted for the final result. Again, the “free heat” produced by the heat 

pump compared to its electricity consumption, is accounted, and we end up to a total heat consumption of 14,286 kWh / year (row 164). 

As the reported consumption seems valid, the decision algorithm (row 167) takes the result of consumption-based pathway (759 kgCO2e / year, row 163) and discards the 

estimate-based one (754 kgCO2e / year, row 162). In Case 1, the latter would have been selected. 

 

 



Example #3: Domain shift 
In some cases, the consumption informed in a given section of the questionnaire, actually causes impacts in a different domain. In this example, this is demonstrated by the 

case of electric car. 

Let’s assume the similar heating characteristics as in Example #2, and that the household owns a “small” electric car that is driven 10,000 km / year (Q22, see Appendix 2). 

As with heating, the household has the possibility to give actual electricity consumption number from the electricity bill (Q15), or just rely on estimated data. 

In the estimation case, the flow is quite straightforward: housing-related electricity consumption, based on estimated utility usage (Q15), heating forms (Q11-12) and other 

household characteristics, is simply accounted in the Housing domain, and the domestic charging of the EV is added separately in the Mobility domain. If, however, the 

household reports an actual consumption reading, home-based EV charging is within that number as well (in case of separate contract, the household is asked to sum up 

the consumptions). 

Left unchecked, this would lead to confusing results: the EV owner would seem to have a high Housing climate burden, no matter how sparingly they use utilities. On the 

other hand, the Mobility domain would indicate an unrealistically low carbon footprint impact, especially among heavy drivers. To address this, the calculator is aware the 

working mode (estimate vs. actual), and in the case of latter, subtracts the EV-charging kilowatt-hours from the consumption at Housing domain. 

The following picture represents the annual consumption of EV charging (row 267) in the calculation flow. Below, the domestic electricity share is calculated using estimate 

from “Data factors” sheet (currently there is no self-reporting possibility in the questionnaire, but that may change in the final version). This amount, namely 1260 kWh is 

the amount of electricity subject to the domain shift. 

 

 

Case 1: Estimation-based electricity consumption 
The utility electricity consumption is shown in row 157. In this first case, the household did not indicate a number and, thus, the estimation of 5500 kWh / year shows up. 

After adding up the heating power used by the auxiliary heat pump, the total Housing-related electricity consumption is calculated at 6920 kWh / year (row 166). 



 

Case 2: Reported electricity consumption 
To demonstrate the effect of domain shift, let’s fill in Case 1’s electricity consumption of 6920 kWh / year to the questionnaire as “measured” consumption. As shown in the 

following picture, the utility consumption (row 157) is now less than before, causing the total consumption to decrease 6920 to 5660 kWh / year (row 166) – the same 

amount (1260 kWh) as the EV consumes domestically – and the carbon footprint accordingly. 

This is caused by the domain shift. While the “estimate mode” uses input data to assess Housing-related consumption only, the “actual mode” includes domestic EV 

charging as well. As heating remains unchanged between the cases, the latter home must use less electricity for utilities, i.e. live more sparingly. The encouraging result is 

visible in the total domain CFP (row 174): while the first case boasts 2135 kg CO2e, the second has a lower one at 1969 kg. 



 

 

 

 

  



Country-specific deviations 
As there are differences in lifestyles between countries, some options or even questions may deviate between countries. The calculator is, however, built in a way that 

minimizes the need for recurring work effort and incompatible versions. The customization can be divided to following segments: 

- Language versions. When the only difference is the input language, it’s only required to type in the appropriate translation in the “Translation” sheet. The internal 

data handling remains unaffected. 

- Country-specific data factors. The same choices in different countries result in different footprints. For example, an average diet CFP, electricity carbon intensity and 

heating demand varies between countries. The appropriate values are inserted in the “Data factors” sheet, and the calculator automatically utilizes those values. 

- Country-specific answering options. Let’s, for instance, consider Example #1 about diet footprints and assume, that for “Country A” the options are fit, but in 

“Country B” there is a popular diet called “Mediterranean diet”, in addition to the existing ones. As long as the diet can be expressed using the same logic, one can 

specify a new option by adding an appropriate row in the “Translation” sheet, and a matching abbreviation in the Data factors sheet. 

The following example shows the steps to add “Mediterranean diet” into the calculator, using abbreviation “mediterr”: 

Step 1: Add the country-specific option to the questionnaire and “Translation” sheet, giving it an abbreviation for internal use 

 

 



 

 

Step 2: Add the abbreviation with appropriate carbon intensity data to the “Data factors” sheet. 

 

 

 



Step 3: The new diet is added to the calculation automatically (apart from minor cell range references), maintaining the logic of adjusting the result by variables like gender 

and age. 

  

 

 

  



Appendix 1: Example printouts of the calculation results and their graphical representation 

 

 

 



 

  



Appendix 2: The questionnaire (subject to mostly minor changes during the project) 
 

 

The questionnaire 

 

 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 

 

 



 



 


